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What's In aThree Weeks' Wofk?

by John Schweitzer
This issue of the Prep News concerns itself solely with the Senior
Project. It is an attempt to clarify what the Senior Project has as its aims,
what is accomplished, and how the Seniors employed their three weeks.
The idea for a Senior Project of some sort may be said to ha\·e had its
inception with last year's Senior class. Some of the members of that class
made up a proposal to allow the Seniors to use the fourth quarter to work
on a project of their own choosing which had a connection with a possible
career interest. However, they proposed it too late and could not get
enough support from either the faculty or the fellow members of the class
to iron out the difficulties with running such a project.
The proposal for this year's project was more limited in scope. It
restricted projects to those of social nature , and had three main oQ.iecti ves.
These were. to implement the Christian ideals taught at St. Louis U. High,
to break up the closed self-{!ente="d atmosphere at SLUR to some degree,
and to enable students to become aware of different social strata. Of
course, various other good effects were hoped for. As Fr. Valiquette said
in the article of the December 23
Prep News, he hoped that students Senior Project means. In addition,
we present some quotes from the
might not feel so helpless in the
employers to provide as complete
face of some of the problems of the
and unbiased a view of the Senior
-da~Another possibility was that
once a program of this sort was Project as possible.
started, it could be expanded,
perhaps to allow the project the
Seniors of '70 proposed, and to
allow more curriculum options.
The Senior Project will have
more than a school-wide impact
because other Jesuit Secondary
Schools will be judging the ProWith the conclusion of the active
ject's feasibility.
phase of the Senior Project, the
On this and the following pages, most important task still faces the
the Prep News presents reports administration: the evaluation of
from Seniors in widely different the project.
projects. These reports are supposed to be both factual and
At a first glance, the project
editorial in content. The reporters appears to have been a definite
were asked to inject their own success, but like all new ideas,
views in order to best give our certain unforeseen problems have
readers an insight into what the evolved which must be considered
and acted upon before future
projects can be carried out. One of
these problems is when would be
The reason I am writing is the best time to hold the Project.
because of our school. It is going to One faculty member is against the
be closed because we don't have Project, arguing that it was placed
the money for repairs and lay at the wrong time. He states that in
the middle of the year is the prime
teachers who are needed.
St. Barbara's is in a high crime time for learning and that when the
area. That is why our school is so Seniors came back they would be
important. Here in the middle of all occupied with the follies and
the wrong things that are going on during that time little or no work is
in this world we have a chance to accomplished. In an interview, Joe
be taught by the wonderful Sisters Castellano, president of the
of Notre Dame. We need St. Student Council, stated that at the
Barbara's. So if you could find a time the project was planned, the
way to reach some concerned beginning of the second semester
people who would be willing to help appeared to be the best time.
Because the Project needed to be
us we would be ever grateful.
Like now V' want something that sold to the faculty and adis good and right and if we lose our ministration, time did not permit it
fight for St. Barbara's we may to be placed at the beginning of the
forget all the good things we have year. Fr. Wayne sta ted that the
learned and feel that all is left are first weeks of the third quarter are
possibly the best time, since the
the wrong ideas.
Rosanne Kennedy value of some of the projects
St. Barbara's School depends to a great extent upon a
Sixth Grade degree of maturity toward which

Yoytas. Scuito. and Iselin entertain at Children's Hospital

Some ImprovementsAre Needed

Save St. Barbara's

0

by Pat Goeke
he believes the Seniors develop
rapidly during the first semester ,
and that time must be allowed for
the evolution of leadership and
organization. Holding the Project
in :\lay would disrupt the Follies
and the Carnival. two projects
which the faculty values since they
give the students an experience of
the sacrifices involved in working
together toward a common goal. In
any case, if the faculty feels that
Project has value, a suitable time
must be found and scheduled officially from the beginning of the
yea r.

have been lost in the beginning.
Many people, especially those in
hospitals and tutorial programs,
found that the first week was
mostly one of orientation nd this
shortened their contact period. It
was suggested to this reporter that
next vea r. the Seniors should talk
with ·their employers about what
they will do. and get a better insight into their jobs before they
start.

The basic problem is whether the
time lost from school is worth the
insights gained from such social
work. Subjects such as English,
The biggest problem with the Philosophy. and History can
Project was that the students did possibly be arranged around the
not find their jobs early enough. three weeks. but physics and math
with the result that many people teachers feel that certain material
took just any job that they could must be co\·ered. This they insist.
get and did not look fo r value. applies especially in the case of
Some of the students found those students going on to maththemselves doing menial tasks and related fields in college. One
not really meeting people. At Legal solution to the problem might be to
Aid in the county, for example, the revamp courses to take the three
students were taken advantage of weeks into account.
by being put on the payroll,
resulting in more money for Legal
If the project is to be tried again.
Aid, but none for themselves, and
the
administration must decide
then sent out to places which didn 't
from
our experiences whether we
exist or given jobs of little value.
would have learned enough from
the project to justify three weeks
In my own experience, I found missed from classes. If they decide
that if we had talked more with our that it does indeed have value, they
employers before the Project must find the best time, then try to
started, not as much time would organize the Project a little better.
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The Prep News is published by
the students of St. Louis U. High,
4970 Oakland Avenue, St. Louis,
Missouri, 63125. Any and all
projects brought back an un- uninhabited houses. Secondly, criticism is appreciated. Letters
by Tim Lane
The Prep News in its appraisal of derstanding and concern for the there were often workers in some may be submitted to the Prep
the Senior Project feels that a problems which they faced. The profitable projects, such as the News Letter Box.
certain amount of success was second aspect of success is the children's theatre group, and the Staff
obtained, enough to warrant more long range effect, to see drug investigation group, who John Schweitzer
continuing it after a few changes in whether or not the participants will approached their jobs with a Tim Lane
format have been made. The follow up on the three weeks and lackadaisical attitude and used Pat Goeke
judgment, as to the success of a try to find solutions to the problems the time for their own leisure, Steve Brischetto
project, has to be made from how or to continue working in some way as an extra vacation. The third John Bentrup
well it conforms with the definition to combat the problems. In the failing was particularly evident George Dames
of the purposes set at the opening already mentioned projects then through the discussion groups, Tim Koors
of the project, that being: to help we feel that considerable value which were intended to bring those Mike Fetick
make the students involved, aware was obtained, enough to merit the who were working on similar Jim Farrell
and concerned with a social at- three weeks absence from school, projects together to discuss their Dan Joyce
mosphere which they are unac- and there remains the possibility problems and try to arrive at some Photography
customed to. The amount of suc- that the participants might go on to possible intermediate solutions. Jim Junker
cess would then have to be con- complete the success of the These meetings were largely Don Brandt
unprofitable due to lack of at- Lou Schuler
verted in a way in which it could be project.
tendance, however this situation Moderator
compared to the amount of work
missed during the three week's
On the other hand, we must could have been remedied with a Fr. David Wayne, S.J.
absence from schooL
analyze the failure in the project, bit more foresight.
Moderator-Mr. Harter, S.J. ~·· ....
In the first regard, that of suc- which can be ascribed to three
From
the
aforesaid
details,
the
cess, we look at two aspects of things: the poor selections in
which that success is composed. projects ; the apathy and disin- Senior Project can truly be conThe first is that which has already terest on the part of some students ; sidered a success, if the mistakes
been completed, the short range and some poor planning, especially are corrected and one realizes that
effect of the students becoming with the discussion groups. The there will always be those who
aware of the problems. The main first problem was epitomized by would persist in taking advantage
projects where there was the most the heart fund society and the legal of such an endeavor. Once these
opportunity for this were the aid society. In these projects, the mistakes have been corrected we
workers at city hospital and at the workers were given irrelevant feel that this project would be
city jail. Judging from discussions tasks (with regard to the purpose profitable for succeeding classes
(few as there were to participate) of the project) such as stuffing and for recommendation to other
the students involved in these envelopes and running errands to schools.

Evaluating the Senior Project

Feedback Is Positive and Negative
As an alumnus of SLUH, I wish to commend you on your initial attempt
Throughout this entire issue, you will see and read the accounts of the
Seniors who took part in the Senior Project. Now we will present some of and hope that this will become an annual project with the Senior class. "
the views of their employers, dealing with the attitudes, reactions, and
J. Denis O'Toole
worthiness of the Senior Project.
Legal Aid Society
" . .. All of the teachers (he ) worked with had only praise for him. I was
"It has been one of my finest personal experiences working with the very impressed with his willingness to do whatever we asked of him and
nine boys in my department. SLUH should be extremely proud of this his kindness and understanding toward all of the children here.''
representative group. There has not been one single complaint from any
Sister Luanne
of the divisions the boys worked in, and of course, the children really
St. Mary 's Special School
hated to see them leave. Anytime you would eare to repeat this program,
" (He) is a good kid but didn't have the initiative or imagination we
I would be happy to have the boys in my department.
wanted. He seemed to approach the thing with the same 'get away with as
Mrs. Bette Gunshor
little work as possible' attitude that he seems to bring to school, (which is
St. Louis Childrens Hospital quite normal). During the last few days I think he got a little more tuned
in to the job--but he was somewhat of a hindrance in terms of guidance
"(They) did not show any initiative. They did only what was assigned and direction."
J. R. STtormes S.J .
and nothing more. We feel the volunteers should be screened more
" I want to add that this young man was a particular asset to the
carefully. We mean this as an evaluation of the entire program, and are
program. He sincerely liked the children, and the adults, and they him. "
not trying to down-grade the volunteers."
Donna S. Digane
Mrs. Susan Byrd
United Cerebral Palsy
"(He) did some good work while he was with us, but he lacked the
"The boys were helpful, showing up on time, and very interested in the
program. These young men showed much interest in the Welfare work of imagination needed. When working he did well but he had to be 'procthe city and I believe they learned about an area of the city which they tored' -- thus I thought that he was somewhat of a hindrance because he
took up time that was useful elsewhere - but the program wasn't harmed.
had no previous know ledge of."
J. R. Stormes S.J .
Bob Schmidt
"Both boys were extremely cooperative and established a good
Wesley House
working and personal relationship with the children. I felt this three week
" . . . My one criticism of the program was that there was a lack of period was most beneficial to the children, the students, and our own
understanding on our part of exactly what the students were expected to Nursery School Staff."
learn from our program.
Mrs. Betty Graves
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Seniors Frustrated at Legal Aid
In theory, the purpose of the
Legal Aid Society is quite simple.
Possibly the most accurate
summary of its nature can best be
expressed in the motto of the institution: "Justice for the Poor."
During the Senior Project, nine
of our students worked at the Legal
Aid Society in St. Louis County.
The entire first week was
dedicated to the viewing of the
various types of courts in the city
and county. By sitting in sessions
of criminal and magistrate courts,
a basic awareness of the
mechanics of the legal system was
acquired. The following week
involved
interviewing
the
moderators of the
Human
_ DPv.elooment
Corporation,
Gateway ---center, and Public
Welfare Offices. Questions were
posed to the moderators concerning the relationship of the
Legal Aid Society to their
respective institutions. In the final
weeks of work, research papers
were written for the Legal Aid
Society. The topics covered areas
of law relevant to the situations of
the poor and included public
welfare and child support.
Now that the factual agenda has
been recorded, something of an

by Mike Fetick and Jerry Simon
analysis is in order. It must be of planning. The workers found
noted first of all, that this article themselves with too much idle
deals only with the authors' per- time. Activities generated by the
sonal experiences and not with an need to fill the void of idle time,
objective observation of the Senior ranged from impromptu basketball tournaments at Washington
Project on the whole.
To qualify for the services of the U., to four hour lunch breaks at
Legal Aid Society, a single adult McDonald's. A concrete agenda of
must earn no more than thirty-five activities arranged beforehand
remedied
this
dollars a week. This drasticly low would have
guideline eliminates many people
who can be justly labeled "poor."
With lawyer's fees what they are
today, even a person making fiftytwo hundred dollars a year would
feel the strain of a court suit.
Although the very selective
guidelines have not risen with the
cost of living, it has been learned
that a revision is planned in he
near future.
Disappointment
was
encountered by the students when
they were sent to the HDC interviews. Many of the offices did
not exist, at least where they were
said to be. Reflecting on this experience, one tends to feel that he
has gained a firsthand knowledge
of government inefficiency and the
exploitation of taxpayers.
A final detrimental aspect of the
Senior Project as viewed through
the Legal Aid Society was the lack

Hospital Work Is
Varied, Rewarding
by John
"Attention all personnel ,
Emergency Intake Plan in effect
will be the call over the loud
speaker if disaster victims are
rushed to the hospital complex
here," explained a pretty young
lady to a group of eleven young

l

Bentrup
men spending the next three weeks
working in the divisions of St. Louis
Children's Hospital. "It may be
only a practice, or it may be for
real, in any case we expect you to
follow instructions and remain
cool, for a human life may depend

I

In Just one of his tasks, Gene Merlotti escorts hospital patient.

situation.
To
sumarize
breifly,
an
awareness was acquired by most
of the students. Whether the
students learned the good or bad
parts of the way of life of many
poor people, they did see the
difficulties in adm inistering public welfare.

And what did the skeleton have to say about it?
on your actions." If anyone of the
group had thought that the Senior
Project would be a " nice vacation"
their minds soon changed.
Others worked in hospitals
throughout the area: City, St.
Mary's and Barnes Hospitals. The
nature of the projects differed
greatly: from working with a
neurologist, directing children in
activities, observing operations
and transporting patients. And
although the jobs varied, all
agreed that their jobs were a
valuable and fascinating learning
experience.
The Seniors found that their
projects were so rewarding that
· they came earlier and left later
than the projects' requirements
stated. They brought models,
puzzles, games for the children and
gave up many a lunch hour just to
stay with the patient or do odd
jobs, such as hanging Valentine
decorations throughout the
hospital. The Project has been over

since February 5, yet some continue to work at the hospitals in
their free time.
The most rewarding item of all
was the personal satisfaction each
one felt when he had not only
helped
someone
but
also
befriended him. This was probably
the most unusual experience in hhe
Seniors' lives. A few of these unforgetable occasions stand out in
each of the Seniors' minds: Joe
Kortum 's observation of a leg
amputation and brain surgery; the
little girl that held-on tightly to
Jerry Sciuto's hand and called him
"Daddy"; the cardiac arrest
patient whose life was saved by a
quick thinking nurse before Jim
Laws' eyes; and the shy little infant who overcame his fear and
laughed because of Dennis Vago.
For those interested in medicine
and even for those that aren't,
working in a hospital as a volunteer is truly a rewarding experience in every aspect.
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Theater Group Provides Unique Experience
One of the many diverse
segments of the recently completed three week experiment
involving the Seniors of the class
was the Children's Theater Group.
This group, one of the largest of the
project, involved fourteen Seniors.
The group toured various schools
and institutions presenting
Moliere'sThe Doctor in Spite of
Himself.
The show, a witty satire on the
medical profession in eighteenth
century France, was appealing to

by Oliver Dulle, Jr.
the children primarily because of personally contacted the directors
its slapstick presentation, colorful of the institutions to be visited and
costumes, and constant buf- acquainted themselves with the
foonery.
The
fast
action, facilities
available
for
the
exaggerated sound effects, and production of the show. During the
numerous stage levels added to the next two weeks the show was taken
enjoyment.
"on the road." Each day of the two
The first week of the project was weeks followed the same basic
devoted solely to the production of routine. Upon arrival at the site of
the show. During the first week the show, the truck was imrehearsals were held, sets and mediately unloaded and the set
props were constructed, and was assembled. This was followed
costumes were acquired. It was by a lunch break, which was often
also during this time that students spent talking or playing with the

The "Doctor In Spite Of Himself" was performed at Blessed Sacrament, above, and nine other locations.

Teaching : A Learning Experience
On January 18th we walked into
a small, red brick building down on
Lindell. A big sign hung outside
pronouncing " St. Louis Society for
Crippled Children. " There were
only two of us, and neither really
knew what we were getting involved in. We had originally
acquired the job by going down to
Red Cross and picking from a list
of jobs that they said would accept
us as helpers for three weeks. On
the list, the job was merely
described as "teacher's aide."
That was the extent of our
knowledge of the situation. As a
result, when we approached that
building on that particular cold
Monday morning we had serious
doubts about this fantastic
"project" which was supposed to
open new and wonderful insights
into ourselves. It took approximately one-half of an hour to
dispel those doubts.
We were met at the door by a
woman who introduced herself as
head instructor of the institution.
She quickly put us at ease with her
flowing conversation and quick

by Steve Brischetto
wit. Then she told us about our job.
We were to work · and ! play with
and try to teach handicapped
children of all sorts, in an age
group from three to seven years.
We were going to deal with
retardation, n eurological
problems, emotional problems,
musqllar dystrophy , cerebral
palsy and various other kinds of
medical terms about which we
knew nothing. All we really knew
for sure was that we were really
grossed out. I guess that in itself is
one great reason for the Senior
Project, for I knew now that I could
never feel grossed out by handicapped people again. In any
case, after this short orientation
program we were introduced to the
kids. From this time on, for the
rest of the three weeks we never
again suffered any doubts about
our project.
We spent the rest of the three
weeks telling stories, singing
songs, helping kids feed and clothe
themselves, teaching them colors
and simple words and attempting
to help these kids do things which

anybody's three or four year old
brother or sister could do. For
some, every step they took, every
word that came from their mouths
was a fantastic accomplishment.
These kids had tremendous
courage and ambition and every
one of them strove to be normal.
They all rejoiced at simple
pleasures. One little girl sat for
over an hour once while I played an
amateurish piece on the piano for
her. This was quite an ac-

children. The time immediately
after lunch was devoted to donning
costumes, putting on make-up, and
taking care of miscellaneous
business on stage. The performance followed and lasted
approximately one hour. After the
show the set was dissembled and
re-loaded onto the truck. During
this time the cast and crew again
spoke and/or played with the
children.
The show was performed at
various types of institutions in
order to increase the total learning
experience. The sites of the show
were Missouri School for the Blind,
Douglas Experimental School,
Blessed Sacrament, Holy Rosary,
Shriners Hospital for Crippled
Children, St. Nicholas: GredeSchool, St. Rose of Lima, and Cross
Keys Junior High.
By presenting the show in such
diverse environments, the students
were able to make comparative
observations about the different
modes of life in the City and County
of St. Louis. They were able to
experience the happiness of giving
themselves to others, and yet they
realized the experience of rejection. They were able to partially
penetrate the lives of middle class
children, poor children, and invalids.

complishment for her because she
was hyperkinetic.
In retrospect, looking back over
these three weeks. I honestly
believe that they were more important than any class I have attended at this school. We plunged
into this project attempting to
teach handicapped children. We
emerged from it learning that
perhaps we were the ones who
were handicapped, and they the
teachers.

John Sueme cnecKS up on youngster
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The Tutorial Program
by Tim Lane
Which project was highlighted greatest and most tragic of these
by Steve Walsh's boxing debut, problems was the great division
John Sueme's dot championship, between the average students and
the attack on this reporter by fifty a large minority of relatively lesscrazed hand-soccer maniacs, you advanced students. Due to a lack of
say? Why, as any one of the above time on the part of their usual
mentioned
victims
would instructors, their problems are
ca utiously report, it was the largely overlooked and they flunk
tutorial program. These excerpts time and time again, wallowing in
from some of the 'fun' moments of problem which should have been
the project reflect the enthusiasm solved years earlier. Another
· with which our tutors were ac- problems faced by many was that
cepted. Between these escapades, of a lack of motivation manifested
the tutors were involved with the by the students. In cases such as
problems of teaching and trying to these, tutors would do their best to
help the students with whom they make the courses interesting by
the use of games etc. However, in
were working.
According to the reports of each most cases the problems which
senior involved in the project, their caused the disinterest resulted
work follows a general pattern. In from deep personal problems
most cases, everyone did some encountered at both the home and
measure of tutoring with the school level, which were nearly
particularly s low individuals. impossible for the tutors to solve in
Beyond that, often times a regular such a brief period. The third most
teacher would divide the classes important problem was that of a
between the less able students lack of funds. This in itself
and those who were more ad- precipitated many problems. This
vanced. In addition to this, many lack of funds made them unable to
tutors would take on themselves hire the most qualified teachers,
special projects for the benefit of made it impossible to hire trained
the entire class. These special counselors, and in addition made it
projects would consist of science difficult to obtain
suitable
experiments, music classes, or art facilities.
As far as the personal improjects, in which the students
pressions, the following, seem to
displayed great interest.
In expressing their opinions as to represent the major opinions of the
the relative strengths
and tutors. Larry Hummel, who
weaknesses of the institutions, the tutored at Compton Heights, said,
general consensus arrived at by "I was dismayed by the total lack
the tutors was that the teachers of interest in learning by many of
were, on the whole, extremely the students ... the faculty seemed
dedicated to the education of their more capable than my grade
students and anxious to help them school faculty, and more dedicated
in any other possible ways. than many teachers at SLUH."
However, the problems which they Terry Moffitt, who tutored at Holy
encountered were many with no Rosary Grade School said, "One
easily discernat?_le answers. The difficulty with the program was

Bentrup, Cullen, and Vago ready Children's Hospital for St. Valentine's Day.

Discovering The Truth
Behind Mental Illness
by AI Jacquin
The St. Louis State Hospital anything_ for the benefit of the
Complex is a group of Mental commumty ·
.
.
Health Centers working with other
~or . m~ ny, this feeling of
community medical facilities to alienation_ IS usually caused w~en
prevent mental illness as well as to the~ are m a state of depressiOn
treat the mentally ill. Their main which
us~ally
l~ sts for
approach to the problem is known a short penod of_ time. For
as the therapeutic community." In others, these ~epresswns can last
these communities doctors nur- for a long time and grow to
ses, and patients learn to heip one dangerous pro~ortions. For these
another to solve daily problems the only cure IS t?e shock treatwhich could have an affect on the me nt, an effective means of
welfare of the community as a restructuring mental patterns.
Yet, for the majority of the
whole.
It was not difficult for me to patients "therapeutic community"
establish myself in the community, means liv~ng in an atmosphere of
for the majority of the patients are good p~ys1cal health and a sense of
responsive and grateful for any ?elongmg and. usefuln~ss. Most
help that you give them. However, Importantly, It ~g
there are those patients who try to treat~d as a hum~n. bemg with all
manipulate you into buying them a the nghts and pnv1leges that are
package of cigarettes or a cup of afforded to everyo~e. They are
coffee. These patients are very able to pursue their _go~l~ and
skillful in touching your heart with ~xpress themselves _as IndiVIduals
pity for them. And then there are 10 many well-o~gamzed prog_rams
some patients who simply want to such_ as occupat~onal, recreabo~al ,
be left alone and will not contribute musiCal, educatiOnal, and physical
therapy. All these programs are
designed with the ultimate goal of
that the limited three weeks did not giving a patient the capabilities of
seem a long enough time to witness assuming a normal life out in the
the results of my work, whether human community.
positive or negative." And from
The treatment and cure of
Mark Digman, who tutored at St. mental illness steadily progresses,
Barbara's Grade School, " The yet this illness is still faced with
boys seemed much more eager to public ignorance and fear. Most
learn from us than from the nuns." people have only a limited insight
The tutors seemed to arrive at into the conditions of mental illness.
one common conclusion. The most and these insights are usually
important work to be done is with attributed to a late-night Betty
youth. It is with the children, who Davis/Joan Crawford horror
have yet to form opinions which movie. In fact, in the three weeks
would deter their ability to learn, that I was there, not one patient
that the majority of the work can chased me around the halls with a
be don e.
meat-cleaver in his hand.

Tom Hutchison counts syringes at Children's Hospital
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Our Men In Honduras
by Tim Rodgers
When the idea of a Senior Project came up, I decided that I would like
to make it something worth remembering. I had known a Jesuit priest,
Father McShane, who had been working in the Republic of Honduras for
many years and had invited me to spend some time working with him
among the poor. So this is where Jack Enright and myself spent our
project.
We got a pretty good introduction to the backwardness of the country on
the way home from the airport upon arriving. It took us longer to go the 10
miles from the airport to our house than it took to go from New Orleans to
San Pedro Sula, Honduras. The roads in Honduras are almost 90% dirt
and this makes transportation difficult, resulting in a lack of communication within the country. Over 80% of the population lives in the
mountains.
The people were friendly to us; they took a submissive role to the

Tim Rodgers does his impersonation of George of the Jungle.

-At-Two Different Schools
by Kevin Hurley
The Senior Project was a unique afford a unique opportunity for the
experience for me because I ' teacher and student to build a more
worked at two separate grade personal and this more productive
schools one all white and the other relationship.
all black. Although I didn't believe
St. Rose's has a good number of
it at first, this afforded me the teachers and more than enough
opportunity to compare sim1- classrooms for its 8 grades, as well
lari ties and differences of these as a kindergarten and special
two schools. One of the major school class. Although this is a
differences betWeen the · schools more conventional grade school, I

Mike Hemler helps St. Rose student with math problem.
was that of student body size. St.
Cronan's has only 105 students
while St. Rose has some 300
students. This of course affects the
teaching staff also. St. Cronan's
has only 5 teachers for 8 grades
necessitating the second and third,
fourth and fifth, and sixth and
seventh
grades
to
share
classrooms and teachers. This
situation creates a great deal of
work for the teachers and an atmosphere that is many times nonconducive to study. However, I
also believe that this arrangement,
if taken in the right spirit, could

was amazed at the way some of the
teachers were able to . inject
variety into their classes. St.
Rose's has the advantage in the
area of research material with its
surprising and extensive variety of
resources. Besides a fairly good
library, there is also a reading and
arts room and a classroom with
specialized material on reading
and language. There is also a gym
which St. Cronan's does not have.
There is a great deal of difference
between the neighborhoods in
which the schools are located. The
neighborhood surrounding St.

This is part of the gallery of kids that watched Jack Enright (standing)
and Tim Rodgers paint houses.
gringos. They are not as friendly to one another. Life is not held in great
value, although it actually amounts to survival of the fittest as over 70%
of the babies die. Half the population of Honduras is under 15, the highest
percentage of you~h in the world. Because of this it is easy to see where
education is a real need and could be used in a way which would greatly
reduce poverty and a general lack of knowledge.
Most of the work we did was painting houses built by the J esuits a't a
more than reasonable price. The people had been living in grass huts and
the move has created more of a Christian Community in which these
people can live together. Every day Jack and I had at least sixty kids
watching us work.
Surprisingly enough, the people were quite happy with what they had.
We asked several of the kids if they would like to live in the United States,
and they all said no. This seems to be a surprising answer to give in a
military state, where sanitation methods are virtually nonexistent. (They
take their water-straight from the rivers for use.)
In general, the Senior Project was for me a worthwhile experience in
which I feel we really helped.
Cronan's is fairly stable and slow
changing whereas in the immediate vicinity of St. Rose's there
are a great deal of vacant and
deteriorating homes. It's hard to
take pride in your neighborhood
when there are bulldozers filling in
the empty foundations of homes
across the street from your school.
When comparing the actual
students of these two schools, I can
find no major differences other
than those I have previously
mentioned.
The plight of these kids is not an
especially optimistic one, but with

the help of the devoted teachers I
met at these schools it can not help
but improve. They work continuously to help these kids and to
give them an advantage in life
which is all too often something
rare for them. People today are
becoming more aware of each
other and I feel the Senior Project
has enabled the seniors at SLUH to
meet and work with people who
don' t have all the advantages they
have. I hope we don't let things
stop with the project but continue
to help others throughout our
college years and adult life.

